Investment trusts:
Importance of visibility on D2C platforms
“Some consumers use their platform to choose between a wide range of investments
while others depend on their platform to guide them how and where to invest”
FCA Platform Markets Study 2018
November 2020
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Key themes
Noting the increasing importance of D2C platforms on investment trust share registers, this report focuses on the growth
of the market, the reasons for its success and considers how investment trusts can reach out to one of their main market
segments, the private investor, through this evolving sales channel. The key themes are:
• Rise in self-directed investors
• Benefits and challenges for investment trusts
• Adapting to shift in platform operating model
• Investment trust content on main investment trust platforms
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The reasons behind the exponential rise of
investment platforms
In the beginning…

An Asset Manager’s perspective

The UK investment platform industry has grown
exponentially since its launch at the turn of the century.
Egg’s online supermarket offering funds from
12 investment houses (source: Investment Week) is a
distant memory. This launch was quickly followed by
Fidelity with further launches in 2001 as the industry
started to evolve. Fast forward to 2008 and the investment
platform market had combined assets under administration
of £108 billion. By 2017, the platform market had
£500bn AUA – a trend which continues unabated today
(Source: FCA Investment Platforms Market Study).

The exponential growth of direct to consumer platforms
has benefitted the asset management industry by providing
low-cost access to direct investors without the overheads
of in-house savings schemes, vast marketing budgets
and adviser commissions. This accessibility has many
positives for the investment trust sector in particular which,
traditionally, has two main market segments: direct private
investors and professional investors. The challenge,
however, is that the relationship with platform investors is
weaker than in-house savings scheme investors and voting
rights are lost.

Regulatory change and technological advances
fuel platform growth

Tailwind or headwind for investment trusts?

The initial offering and its subsequent growth has
fundamentally been driven by advances in technology
especially with the ability to offer whole of market
selections and automated data feeds. The Retail
Distribution Review of 2013, requiring advisers to
provide whole of market advice, played into the hands
of the platforms. The popularity of both adviser and
D2C platforms has also been fuelled by pension reforms,
companies offloading their company pension liabilities,
the rise in DB pension transfers and the increases in ISA
allowances. The Pensions Freedom Act of 2015 which
offered investors unprecedented access and flexibility
to their pensions has turned many individuals into
self-directed investors.
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Investment trusts have often been shunned by financial
advisers and institutional interest is dwindling. The growing
D2C platform marketplace has provided a lifeline for
the sector by offering an efficient and effective route to
reach out to private investors. It has helped managers to
offload expensive and unprofitable savings schemes to
the platforms who have economies of scale and high-tech
efficiencies. This shift is clearly evident with 38% of Issued
Share Capital now held via investment platforms
(source: WHP/RDIR June 2020). So how do investment
trusts continue to ensure this route provides an effective
channel rather than a barrier between product and
consumer? In this report, we assess current visibility
through tabulated overview, platform visuals and define
next steps to maximise opportunity.

Survival of the fittest
38% of Issued Share Capital held via D2C
platforms
Such is the prevalence of platforms on share registers,
any investment trust marketing strategy must, first and
foremost, consider the interaction with individual D2C
platforms and the potentially symbiotic relationship
between manager and platform. Over the last ten years the
growth of this market segment, has aided such marketing
acquisition strategies aimed at the direct investor.

Creating cut-through to improve investor
engagement
Sponsorship and advertising opportunities on the
main platforms have empowered investment trusts to
successfully reach out and raise their profile amongst
D2C audiences. This efficient and transparent channel
provides a measurable customer journey from advert click
to website to transaction site to ‘deal now’ – consumer
behaviour can be closely monitored and assessed, filling
the gap from the days of advert coupon/application
response rate analysis. Clearly investment trust purchases
are not typically impulse buys and consumers research
investments using different methods depending on their
confidence and investor type (Source FCA: Non-advised
Investors research paper, 2014). Ensuring a presence at
each touchpoint that resonates with the customer is central
to achieving front-of-mind-choice.

Shift in operating model
As platforms began to evolve and reach out to new
investors with low fee incentives, they were able to
supplement their income with sponsorship paid by asset
managers keen to raise the profile of their investment
trusts. As the industry has become more transparent and
to ensure compliance with RDR, whereby such payments
could be viewed as commission, some platforms have
shifted their operating models away from advertising
revenue. There are fewer bespoke marketing opportunities
for investment trusts. For example, the sponsored pages
on interactive have been removed but there are still
opportunities to be accessed.

Platform engagement
D2C platforms have significantly increased their level of
investment content through articles, research updates and
video to help aid consumer decision making. According
to the FCA, best buy lists have a substantial impact on
investment flows and investment trusts are no exception.
Trusts are often included alongside Open-Ended Funds in
these lists – for example Charles Stanley Direct.
If the output of the marketing strategy is to invest heavily in
advertising on research and media sites, it is essential to
aim for a strong presence on transactional sites.
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Market leading platforms for investment
trust engagement
Across all platforms, there were c.£3.4bn net flows into the investment trust sector in 2019 with the top 5 platforms
accounting for 85% of annual buying. D2C platforms have seen a surge in direct customers during the pandemic:
AJ Bell reported a 43 per cent increase for the year ended September 2020 (source: Money Marketing 22.10.20).
Dec 19

Dec 19

Dec 18

Dec 18

£

%

£

%

Hargreaves Lansdown

8,304,852,818

7.62

4,778,536,232

5.56

Interactive Investor (inc ATS)

5,907,383,847

5.99

5,064,361,988

5.89

AJ Bell Youinvest

2,176,305,180

2.00

1,572,890,526

1.83

Halifax Share Dealing

1,721,889,459

1.58

1,303,418,552

1.52

Fidelity (platform)

1,258,855,315

1.15

911,852,991

1.06

Barclays Smart Investor

1,036,409,306

0.95

848,807,880

0.99

The Share Centre¹

1,031,377,650

0.95

381,386,082

0.44

Platform Name

The top 5 platforms have over 2 million customers so maintaining visibility on these platforms is key to the success of
creating a well-diversified share register.

Source: RD:IR Stable of investment trusts.
¹ Share Centre has been taken over by ii with assets merging in Q121.
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Creating cut-through in a crowded market place
The dominant D2C platforms (ranked by ISC) are listed below, together with the information provided on investment
trusts. Trusts featured in articles, videos and buy lists issued by platforms creates awareness amongst an extensive
audience of platform users setting these trusts apart from their competitors.

Platform

Select list

Hargreaves X
Lansdown

Most
popular
trust list

IT
IT
video Pages Data source

Most
X
popular
shares
list inc
Inv Trusts
(Witan &
Scottish
Mort.

Ratings

IT articles Events Magazine

√

Prices: NBTrader. X
Charts: Factset.
Divi data: Digital
Look. Recent trade
data provided by
MoneyAM. holding
data: Morningstar.

Research X
Upates
and
analysis
on popular
trusts.

√

Interactive
investor

ii Super 60 Monthly

√

√

Morningstar

X

√

√

MW & MO
closed
2020

AJ Bell

√

X

X

√

Morningstar

Mstar
research
ratings &
rankings

√

√

Shares

Halifax
Share
Dealing

X

X

√

√

Morningstar

Mstar ratings √
and rankings

X

X

Fidelity

X

X

X

√

Morningstar

Mstar ratings √
and rankings

X

X

Barclays
Smart
Investor

X

√

X

n/a

n/a – a/c required

n/a – a/c
required

√

X

n/a

Charles
Stanley

Foundation √
list

X

√

n/a

X

X

X

n/a
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Hargreaves Lansdown
Hargreaves Lansdown has 1.3 million clients and £96 billion of AUA and dominates on investment trust share registers.
Paid sponsorship opportunities are not available but detailed trust information is prominently displayed. In addition,
Hargreaves produces bespoke research updates and analysis on the most popular investment trusts traded on their
platform. The trusts featuring in this research have a significant advantage in gaining publicity as it is distributed to a vast
database of committed investment trust buyers.
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Hargreaves Lansdown trust page
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Interactive Investor
interactive investor is the UK’s number one flat-fee investment platform, with over £30 billion of assets under
administration and over 350,000 customers. With its takeover of TD Direct, Trustnet Direct, Alliance Trust Savings and
The Share Centre, ii also dominates on IT share registers. It produces an array of investment trust information including
regular video interviews, daily articles, research pieces and recommended lists. It is essential for any investment trust to

engage with this ambitious platform.
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Interactive Investor trust page
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AJ Bell
AJ Bell has 282,000 UK investors with £54.3 billion of assets, and was recognised as a Which? Recommended Provider
two years running, in 2019 and 2020. An important platform for trusts to engage with as they publish numerous articles
and carry advertising, run events and offer a recommended buy list. They also own Shares magazine.
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AJ Bell trust page
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Halifax Share Dealing
Halifax Share Dealing has a prominent investment trust research area that is separate from their shares section
creating greater prominence for the sector. The platform provides video content and trusts can be ranked according to

Morningstar rating.
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Halifax Share Dealing trust page
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Fidelity
Fidelity now offers whole of market investment trust access. The site steers towards Fidelity’s own trust site, however,
it produces ‘Investing Ideas’ articles which feature investment trust links to trust-specific pages and ‘Deal’ button.
The search tool displays whole of market listed alphabetically.
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Fidelity trust page
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Barclays Smart Investor
Barclays features a most purchased list providing these trusts with distinct advantage once featured on this list. It is not
possible to view the individual trust pages without an account.
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Charles Stanley Direct
One of the smaller platforms featuring on D2C share registers but worth featuring as it includes a Prominent Foundation
Funds List. Fifty funds appear on this select list including eight investment trusts.
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Next steps
Warhorse Partners is a specialist consultancy that advises and supports forward-looking asset management firms in their
positioning, brand and communications strategy. Bringing together experienced specialists in brand analysis, creation and
strategy, digital, design, writing and communications, we are dedicated to helping talented asset manager brands to be
seen and heard in a crowded marketplace
For further information on how to incorporate platform engagement into your marketing strategy, for an audit of your brand
profile, analysis or guidance on how to reach new investors please contact:
Warhorse Partners
2-3 Cowcross Street
London
EC1M 6DR
Email: info@warhorsepartners.com
Telephone: +44 (0) 7824 836 925
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